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KEB also stands for „optimum solutions“.

Sound technical knowledge results in know-how.

Industry experience results in efficient and targeted

engineering. Perfectly aligned products do their part

for the benefit of our customers. Extensive production

depth, modern facilities, broad application knowledge,

innovative products and more than 1, committed

and motivated employees - all very good reasons

why the name KEB is also synonymous with optimum

electronic, mechanical and electro-mechanical drive

solutions.

Machines, systems and equipment: OEMs value KEB

as an application partner for almost all areas of

machine and plant building as well as equipment,

system and process technology. It is here that we are

setting global standards - both in terms of function

and quality.

Working together for optimum solutions - a goal we

advocate around the globe in our role as a reliable

and flexible partner. Production sites, distribution

companies and representations in more than 

countries guarantee geographic proximity and rapid

service routes to our customers.

Our goal is clear:

KEB aims to provide its customers with open and trustful assistance in its role as a reliable partner. Therefore,

when we speak of optimum drive solutions, we are focusing on results that really fit.

We see partnerships as the key to our success.

We are KEB!

Trust is not a gift.

We have developed it. Made in Germany.

KEB - three letters. Initials. The initial start in.

Karl-Ernst Brinkmann started his own success story with six employees. Based on continuous growth, KEB has developed into a medium-

sized company with 1, employees. We have remained an owner-managed company in its second generation, which is a source of pride

for us. Structured growth for over years, a strong connection to our home base Barntrup and the East Westphalia-Lippe (OWL) economic

region: Reliability creates trust - also in our role as an employer.

Long-time employees impressively document the close connections to the company, our suppliers, partners and customers. Against the

background of demographic change and an expected shortage of skilled labour, we consider an apprentice ratio of more than ten percent

an important investment in the future. This also includes dual educational tracks with parallel studies and the permanent continuing

qualification of our employees. We are in good shape for the future. As a result, our nine subsidiaries and production sites in the world

markets of Europe, North America and Asia work with centralised data management and state-of-the-art development environments for

hardware and software design.

In addition, we have defined global standards for development and production, which have been

documented since based on DIN ISO certification.



